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STAY ON TRACK WITH THE ALL-PURPOSE MOBILE COMPUTER

Android zero-touch enrollment enabled by Google
Android zero-touch enrollment offers a seamless deployment
method for corporate-owned Android devices making large scale
roll-outs fast, easy and secure for organizations, IT and employees.
Zero-touch makes it simple to configure devices online and have
them shipped with enforced management so employees can open
the box and get started. Enroll and deploy a wide variety ofAndroid
devices in bulk without having to do any manual setup.

Brand New Scanner Brings Enhanced Performance
The new high-resolution scanner enhances reading performance,
reading down to 3mils resolution 1D barcodeswith white LED illumination,
which provides better readability of coloured barcodes and better
imager capture results. It also supports OCR and EasyParse optional
functions for driving licenses, boarding passes, and automotive part
parsing for applications beyond barcodes. Lower power consumption
helps increase the battery life for continuous workflow.

Ready for Any Rugged Task
Qualcomm Snapdragon Octa-core processor runs at 1.8GHz for
maximum computing. Memory options are available up to 4GB RAM
and 64GB ROM, so there is plenty of space for programs, apps and
personal data. It hasan IP67 rating and is 1.8mdrop proof to concrete
(MIL-STD 810G), even the 5” IPS panel is equipped with a capacitive
Corning Gorilla glass which is shatter proof and scratch resistant.

Fully Equipped for Reliability
Stay in touch with your workers and customers with integrated LTE
modem and Wifi support or use the PTT function, including dual
speakers with 3W maximum output. PM85 supports band 28, the
public protection and disaster recovery (PPDR) network frequency. To
provide full power for a long working day, we added the 4 Slot Battery
Cradle as an option for ready-to-go devices across a variety of applications.
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